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This is your first Sunday edition of The Oklahoma Journal.

SPREADING, speaking in a word, speaks the language of a whole city. It is a way for people to communicate. It is a way for people to share their thoughts and ideas. It is a way for people to express themselves. It is a way for people to connect with each other. It is a way for people to build relationships. It is a way for people to create community. It is a way for people to build bridges. It is a way for people to build understanding. It is a way for people to build trust. It is a way for people to build cooperation. It is a way for people to build collaboration. It is a way for people to build innovation. It is a way for people to build creativity. It is a way for people to build leadership. It is a way for people to build influence. It is a way for people to build impact. It is a way for people to build change. It is a way for people to build progress. It is a way for people to build success. It is a way for people to build happiness. It is a way for people to build meaning. It is a way for people to build purpose. It is a way for people to build success. It is a way for people to build progress. It is a way for people to build impact. It is a way for people to build change. It is a way for people to build human rights. It is a way for people to build equality. It is a way for people to build justice. It is a way for people to build respect. It is a way for people to build dignity. It is a way for people to build safety. It is a way for people to build health. It is a way for people to build education. It is a way for people to build success. It is a way for people to build progress. It is a way for people to build impact. It is a way for people to build change. It is a way for people to build human rights. It is a way for people to build equality. It is a way for people to build justice. It is a way for people to build respect. It is a way for people to build dignity. It is a way for people to build safety. It is a way for people to build health. It is a way for people to build education. It is a way for people to build success. It is a way for people to build progress.
Urban Migration Reverse Sought

Far-Reaching Rural Development Effort Needed

A survey of rural development projects is underway in several states to determine the economic impact of urban migration on rural areas. The projects aim to create jobs and improve living conditions in rural communities affected by urban migration. The survey is expected to provide valuable insights into the effectiveness of existing rural development programs and help in the formulation of new policies. The survey results will be released in the near future.

Men's Sport Shirts
Permanent Press, Never Need Ironing

2.99

Join the fashion trend with these sport shirts, which feature permanent press fabric that never needs ironing. They come in a variety of colors and styles to suit your personal taste. These shirts are perfect for casual occasions and will keep you looking sharp all day.

Furniture Bath Set

$12.96

The perfect addition to any bathroom, this furniture bath set includes a bath mat, towel, and washcloth. The set is made of high-quality materials that are durable and easy to care for. It is an excellent choice for anyone looking for a practical and stylish bathroom accessory.

Crystal Necklaces

$2

These crystal necklaces are the perfect accessory to add a touch of elegance to any outfit. They are made of high-quality crystal and come in a variety of colors. Each necklace is handcrafted and unique, making them a wonderful gift for any occasion.

Smoke Ring Scarf

$7

This smoke ring scarf is a unique accessory that is both practical and fashionable. It is made of soft and comfortable material and is perfect for keeping warm during the colder months. The scarf is also a stylish way to add a pop of color to your outfit.

Elephant Rhinoceros P.A.'s

Soft and Fluffy Hood

$5.15

This soft and fluffy hood is perfect for keeping your head warm during the winter months. It is made of high-quality material and is comfortable to wear. The hood is also a stylish way to add a pop of color to your outfit.

Sweaters

Make Such Warm Gifts!

Everyone loves sweaters...snug sweaters, cozy sweaters, lucky sweaters, plush, soft sweaters...all are warm gifts. For each person on your gift list, buy or make a sweater. Choose the right style for men, women, teens, adults, children.

Sportswear's choice for all ages

For the lady who wants comfort and style, choose from our selection of sportswear. It's the perfect choice for those who want to stay active and look good while doing it.

Goodyear Footwear, Mr. Goodson's

Junior's Fashion Sweaters

A must-have for the junior who wants to look their best, our selection of fashion sweaters is perfect for any occasion. Choose from a variety of styles and colors to find the perfect sweater for your junior.

Carter's "Bright Fantastics"

Open Monday Night...all 3 stores!
Open Monday Night!  Downtown Hill 8-00; Penn Square and Capitol Hill 8-30

Lingerie by OLGA
Sleeping Pretty ... Bra & Gown.

The Perfect Gift for Her Christmas!
Natural Mink* Stoles

Classic Panty-Slip
As the original panties by OLGA combine both
slip and panty in one. A stunningly simple, yet
beautifully feminine, OLGA Panty-Slip. In Fawn or
White. Size 28-40.$3.50...

OLGA’S Suddenly Slim®
Lose that lump in your back! Power, comfort and
charm in one charmingly designed OLGA Suddenly
Slim®. As seen on the cover of the latest edition
of Harper’s Bazaar. For sale at Anthony’s, Oklahoma
City and Oklahoma City Mall.

Mink* Trim Wool Coats
Full Length and Full Sleeves

Win This New Chevrolet
1960 Deluxe Impala 4-Door Sedan

Win a Brand New 1960 Chevrolet
Impala Deluxe 4-Door Sedan

Heartbreak Rules Elwell, White Homes

Police Hold No Hope For Missing Girls, But Families Do

Body Found By Hunter

Black Power Groups
Eye State, White Says

LADIES’ NYLON PAJAMAS
Regular 2.98 Values ON SALE SUNDAY ONLY

GLOVES
Children’s, Women’s, Men’s and Women’s
ON SALE SUNDAY ONLY

Men’s Duralee® Knit T-SHIRTS OR BRIEFS
Regular 1.50 Value ON SALE SUN. ONLY

COTTON KNIT HOODED SWEAT SHIRT
Regular 1.75 Value ON SALE SUN. ONLY

WIN FREE
$500 FANCE-HOP GAME PRIZE
(Valid only at Anthony’s)
SALE

Holiday Guests coming? ... Save on Luxurious Sofa-Sleepers!

SALE! DECORATOR DINETTES

SAVE '30.07! Banquet-Size 9-Pc. Modern Sets

Regular $189.99

SALE: $159.88

Our Lowest Price Ever for Modern Tweed Style

SAVE '40.05! Channel Back Sofa-Sleepers

Regular $199.99

SALE: $159.88

You Can’t Do Better Than Sears

OPEN NIGHTS 4 CHRISTMAS! Shop 8:30 til 9

SALE

SALE

Interest Picking Up In School Election

Two Races Tuesday

Kenmore 30-In. Electric Range

Save $55.95!

$244

Regular $299.95

FULLY AUTOMATIC "VALUE-PLUS" MODEL

- Fully automatic oven timer, convenient plug-in timer
- Push button oven control, deluxe styling
- Choice of colors in White, ivory, grey, brown, avocado

Kenmore Electric Classic Ranges

Save $70.95

$189

Regular $259.95

- Fully automatic clock-controlled oven
- Self-cleaning oven with 2 red lights
- Stainless steel outside surfaces
- Built-in European style, stainless steel trim
- Knob operated, infinite heat control

Sears

FREE GIFT!

Advance Stores Open Regular Hours

Thanksgiving Guaranteed Til 8:30

Sears

SALE

Hurry ... LAST WEEK!

FREE LINING OFFER
with Sears Custom-Made Draperies

$2

Sears
Your Dollars Go Further at Sears

The Sale's On...

Kenmore Washers

Pick Your Price...Get Your Choice of Features...Plus Really Clean Clothes

MONDAY ONLY...Hurry!

Kenmore Washer with Built-In Filter

SAVE $31.95
2-Speed Kenmore Washers with Bulit-in Lid Filter

Regular $169.95
$138

All-Fabric Automatic Washers

Open Monday thru Saturday 'til 9:30

NO MONTHLY PAYMENTS UNTIL FEBRUARY 1, 1968

NO MONEY DOWN on Sears Easy Payment Plan

Sears Has Televisions
...A Style for Every Decor ...
...A Price for Every Budget!

SAVE $21.99
Popular 18"-inch Portable TV

SAVE $70
Low-Priced Modern 1-Speaker Console Stereo

SAVE $149
New 27-Key Chord Organ

SAVE $94
Personal-Size TV

SAVE $148
18-inch Color TV

A Gift Of Prophecy

Holiday SALE

Prices Good 3 Days Only!

OPEN NIGHTS 'til CHRISTMAS

Sears

Neiman-Marcus Open at 8:30, Sheplers Open at 9:30
Study Creates 'Nonexistent' $4.5 Million
Bartlett's Management Committee Says Recommendations Would Be Big Saver

Hangman's Tree On The Way Out?

A Fulltime Job—Who Wants One?

"It's sure good to hear your voice!"

Drivers Warned To Start Early Thanksgiving

OPEN SUNDAY
AFTER CHURCH
1:30 'til 6 P.M.
WHERE BUDDIES 'til 6 P.M.

POVERTY FIGHTERS

If We Don't Help, 'Communists Will'

RCA VICTOR

WE SERVICE EVERYTHING
WE SELL.
215 Christmas shoppers will love your gift.

3 DAYS ONLY
IF YOU WANT TO BUY A COLOR TV AT TERRIFIC SAVINGS, HURRY TO CHRISTMAS.
WE JUST RECEIVED OUR LAST CARLOAD OF 1967 MODEL COLOR TV'S. THESE WERE PURCHASED AT TERRIFIC SAVINGS TO PROTECT YOU AGAINST PRICE INCREASE ON 1968 MODELS. HURRY WHILE SELECTION IS GOOD—ONLY 400 LEFT! (A SMALL DEPOSIT WILL HOLD FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY.)

PLEASURABLE ISLAND

OPEN SUNDAY THROUGH CHRISTMAS. May have only

Dick CHRISTIAN INC.
The Great Iron Horse Plunged On...

MAYOR BROWN TURNS FIRST DIRT FOR STATION

...To Agonizing Death

Railroad Elegance

Only Memories Remain

WIGS $18.95

WIGS $19

FALLS

MISS THIS BIG GIGANTIC SPORTS WEAR SALE

WIGS $19

FASHION BARN

100% Wool Suits

100% Wool Suits

HI FASHION WIGS
North Texas Mauls Tulsa, 54-12

Bowl Bound Tide Flogs Gamecocks

Bowl Hopes Of Hoosiers Jolted, 33-7

MINNESOTA BLASTS INDIANA

Purdue Clinches Tie In Big 10 Race, 21-7

Sopha Leads Cat's Upset

Tennessee Romps, 20-7

Irish Rout Tech, 36-3

'Cats Clip Air Force

Tulworth Blacked Out

MIZZOU STINGS HUSKERS, 10-7

Florida Spunds

Georgia Thumps Auburn

OCC Rips Highlands

Clemson Pops NC State, 14-4

Harvard Rumbles By Brown, 21-6

Superior tire quality is no longer an abstract concept. It means the difference between saving time and saving money. Save time and save money with Goodyear. When you use Goodyear Tires for your home, you'll enjoy superior performance and economy that's second to none. For a Goodyear distributor near you, phone the Goodyear Direct Call Center at 1-800-560-9030.
BLAZERS THRASH BLUES, 5-3

Panhandle Gigs
Broncos, 20-13

Southeastern Stalls Tigers

Oklahoma Thumb: Homecoming in the Heart of the Okie State

Longston Raps
Lincoln, 29-12

Celtic Jumps Back Into East Lead

Wyoming Rallies For 21-19 Victory

LSU Stampedes Bulldogs, 55-0

TCU SHOCKS TEXAS

Irked Hogs Rally, Pop Mustangs

Aggies Humble Rice

Bruins Skip Past Rangers

TURBULENT TIMES

The world's getting around
Thanksgiving's more fun
at Sheraton

SHERATON OKLAHOMA HOTEL

Thanksgiving Buffet

Tests (705) 269-9305

NOW

WHIRLWIND
JUST
CLEANS
UP
A STORM

Hunters Ready For Bird Season

Defroster Gun

ENDURANCE ECONOMY BATTERY

WOOLEN WARDROBE
Late Pass Gives OU Win

OU's 'Character' Is Just Enough

Stapleton: OSU Better Than Record

Windsor Keglers Set Mark

State Playoffs Hit Full Stride
E. Amero To Be Honored

Rothschilds

It's A Fall Of 'Firsts' For City

Nights are Turning Silver

The Fabulous 9 Button TRAVELAIRE
The ORIGINAL...not a copy!

$36
A Perfect Coat for Year-round Wear!

Pencil Sharpener $3

Hollywood Vaissartte

Girdle

Bra

Special Purchase! Dynal and Nylon

Falls

50c

TWO DAYS ONLY
Modeling Fee 'Well-Earned,' Says Wilhelmina

By JEROME BROWN

New York--The modeling firm of Wilhelmina said it plans to raise its rates for modeling.

A spokesperson said, "Our rates have been too low for too long. We've had to keep them that way to stay competitive." The spokesperson did not specify what the new rates would be.

The spokesperson also said, "We've been in business for 30 years, and we've always been on the cutting edge of fashion. We've always been willing to take risks. We've always been willing to push the boundaries.

But times have changed. The modeling industry has become a billion-dollar industry. We need to reflect that.

We've always been a small, mom-and-pop operation. But we can no longer afford to operate that way.

So we're going to raise our rates. That's it."
There's A Kind Of Hush' About Bride, Mia Farrow

Hiasun Decorative Pillows
by Florida Foam Products

New Samsonite® SATURN Luggage

Profile Of A Company
$7 Million To $500 Million: That's Kerr-McGee Growth

New Peacock Jewelry Store To Open
Elegant Penn Square Store

New Creditor System Installed
By 2 City Founders Fair Stores

Color Key To Homearama

Dave Tver's Sunday Column
Sun Goes Down On Era Children Will Never Know
Editorials

Our Other Vietnam

The war in Vietnam has been called a "hot war," yet it appears to be anything but that. The war is, in fact, a political and ideological struggle, not a conventional military conflict. The United States is fighting against the communist insurgency, while North Vietnam is fighting to unite the country under communist rule. The war is not just a battle between two nations, but a struggle for the soul of Vietnam.

Quake Effect Still Studied

The effects of the recent earthquake in Oklahoma City are still being studied. Experts are trying to determine the cause of the earthquake, which was one of the largest in the state's history. The quake caused significant damage to buildings and infrastructure, and there are concerns about the potential for future earthquakes in the area.

State Editors Say

State editors have expressed concern about the state of education in Oklahoma. They have noted that funding for education is declining, and that the state is not doing enough to prepare students for the workforce.

Quotes

Billy Graham: "We believe in the power of prayer. God can move mountains, and He can move the heart of a person."
Home Building Makes Strong City Comeback

BY RICHARD H. WARD

This building boom is making young Oklahoma City look and feel more like Denver, Colorado. The city's new homes have been selling like hotcakes, and the economy is booming as a result. In fact, some say that Oklahoma City is now one of the most desirable places to live in the country.

Ownder Offer's
WOOD FURNITURE MFG. PLAN
APPROXIMATELY 1,000 SQ. FT. ALL EQUIPMENT
TRASH DISPOSAL NO. 100 F.814

don't you want the right to choose?

Every year, many Oklahomans ask the same question: "Do you want to work for a union, or do you want to choose your own path?" This is a question that has been asked for decades, and the answer is still the same: the right to work is a basic human right.

RIGHT TO WORK means:

FOR - Voluntary union membership
AGAINST - Compulsory union membership

It gives a man the right to choose!

SIGN the RIGHT TO WORK petition...

join these Oklahomans who are asking for the right to choose!

CE 2-9714 or CE 2-9641
SALE

GIRLS 5-14
CARCOATS
$4.00

CARCOTS
Ski-Jackets
YOUR CHOICE
$6.00

JUST SAY "CHANGE IT!"

EMERSON 8" x 10" CORDUROY GOAL COATS
34 INCH SIZES
$9.30

BOY'S CORDUROY GOAL COATS
COMP. AT $17.50
$9.30

YOUR RICH BERRY PANTS OR OTHER STYLES
WITH CORDUROY OR OTHER UNIQUES.
$2.50 PAIR

BOY'S CORDUROY PANTS
SIZES 2 to 14.
$2.50 PAIR

COLLECTIONS include:
- CORDUROY FLEECE
- CORDUROY WOOL
- CORDUROY JACQUARD

HOLDERS 4" COTTON TWEED
SPORT COAT;
TWO BUTTON;
KELT GREEN;
$23.99

MEN'S WORK PANTS
COMP. AT $7.95
$1.97

BLUE & GREEN WITH WHITE TRIM, WHITE WALL
TIRE. NEW ARRIVAL. SIMPLY A TREASURY.
DRESS MADE WITH A MEETING BICYCLE;
ADJUSTABLE FOR HEIGHT; WHITE TRIM;
TRIANGLE DESIGN STABILIZER
(WITH LIGHTING)

FRUIT CAKES
3 Lb. Pouches
For Low Price
69c

TOM TURKEYS
18 TO 20 POUND AVERAGE
28c

SUNDAY HOURS
1 P.M. - 6 P.M.
FRETWELL'S SHOPPER'S SPECIAL
BRAND NEW
1968 PLYMOUTH
2 DOOR

$2299
WE LOVE SHOPPERS!
COME IN!
4th & SHARTEL
2815 N. MAY
CE 6-1588
W 6-2445

FRETWELL'S
ON MAY
MONDAY SPECIALS

'68 CHEROKEE
'MACH ONE, 4 DOOR

$2495

'66 FIAT PUNTO

$1375

'66 BEETLE

$1985

'65 BEETLE

$445

'64 FORD EMP.

$1350

'61 FORD

$1175

'59 FORD

$1465

'62 2-DOOR SEDAN

$410

'65 CHEV H.B.

$1525

MANY MORE TO
CHOOSE FROM.

EASY TERMS

NOW WENDY, NORMAN

SPECIAL DELUXE
4 DOOR SEDAN

BUICK Belongs

...To The Budget World of '68
FIRST SHOWING OF THE UNDER 100 GROUP
SKYLARK CUSTOM CONVERTIBLE

199" $97.50

...in Big Economy
Country

SKYLARK SPORT COUPE
...at The Country Club

199" $97.50

...with
The Family

SKYLARK 4-DOOR SEDAN

199" $94.00

...to The Jet-Set

GS 400 SPORT COUPE

199" $96.00

We're Talking
Your Language
this Year at...

Gandara
Buick, Inc.
6221 N. May
W 6-4661 "Home of Pennsylvania Service"
GIRLS SHORTIE P.J.'s
388 REG 4.99
A Variety of Styles in Dainty Nylon Shortie.
Floral and Ruffles
The Colors of Red, Blue, Pink or Hot Pink.
Size S-M-L

YOUR CHOICE
88c REG 1.94
• Nylon Slips
Nylon or Slips
Petite Pajama
Lace Trim or Plain Style.
Broken Stain

BRENT-LON NYLONS
94c REG 3.99
Buy Words Finest Stretch Seamless Shears Now! Proportioned for Flawless Fit.

MISSES DRESSES
$10
• Bonded
• Wool and the Blend
• 1 and 2 Pk. Styles

DEER SKIN GLOVES
$4 REG 8.7
Many Styles and Colors To Choose From.

Open Late Til' 9:00 Every Night Til' Christmas!

MISSES SKI SWEATERS
888 REG 11.95
White With Multi Color Snow Flake design.

CHARGE IT AT WARD

--

All-Weather COATS
2888 REG 33.99
SIZE 36 TO 46
- Encore® polyester-cotton blend stays wrinkle-free
- Dyeable® polyester spandex inner sash for warmth
- Smoked® knit waistline and hem

Men's White Dress Shirts
3 FOR 9.99
Let your weather do the work! These poly-cotton
- 65% polyester & 35% cotton for a comfortable appearance
- Regular collar shirt in white w/ blue stripes.
Sizes 14-1/2-17.

MEN'S FLANNEL SHIRTS
222 REG 2.99
- Size S-M-L-

Brent® Wing-Tip For Men
1299 REG 7.99
One, two-tone gold, red and blue. Leather with two-piece
- Women's Exclusives Award for Outstanding Quality.
Sizes 7-1/2-11-1/2.

Brent® Crew Socks For Men
3 FOR 3 REG 9.95

BOY'S SWEATSHIRTS
129 REG 4.99
Combed cotton and brushed
- Sizes 8-20.

BOY'S POLY T-SHIRTS
129 REG 6.99

BOY'S WIRE-CORD PANTS
322 REG 2.99

BOY'S TRIM CORDUROY PANTS

BRENT® SWEATERS

1188 REG 14.95
Here's a golf sweater that's sure to
- Men's lined nylon ski jackets

1099 REG 12.99
This Brent® jacket gives you good looks, easy warmth. The shell is quilted nylon, the lining plush-cashmere, two-tone acrylic pile. Interlined with Encore® polyester. Washable. Blue or black. Sizes 3-6.

BOY'S SWEATSHIRTS
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MAGNIFICENT
MEDITERRANEAN
BEDROOM SUITE
$233
REG. 279

- Bed
- Triple Dresser
- Large Mirror

Lovely create in the tradition of Old Spanish Suite is midst of solid oak... accented with antique brass hardware and carved wood trim. Center-guided, dustproof drawers.

CHEST MFG. DEC. 20"  $99

RAYON CHALLIS
TIERED
2.99 PARE

ALL SIZES
ONE PRICE
68 X 24"  9.95 9.99
68 X 30"  9.95 9.99
68 X 36"  9.95 9.99

99% NYLON Braid
ROOM SIZE RUGS
9'X12'
39.99 REG. 52.99

Now, save on reversible room size 10'X12' Color
Strip rug and get a matching 12"X12" weather PROOF
Both nylon fiber over sturdy core.

SCREENS

BED PILLOWS
2 FOR 7.48
REG. 3.74 EA.

Thermal Air-Cel for year-round comfort or
Innovators never blend.

THROW PILLOWS
3 FOR $5

Stock or scatter "soft" 3" color-coordi-
ated pillows make a handsome addi-
tion to any room. Rayon/acetate.

501" Nylon Carpet
Installed Over
Heavy Pad
7.77 REG. 10.49 SQ. YD.

Nylon carpet of continuous filament nylon pile has the
501" label to assure you of
top quality and extra-long
wear.

PENN SQ. VI 2-7455

SAVE '60 AIRLINE STEREO

Spanish Styled
$219
REG. 279.99

- Deluxe speaker system with separate bass and
  treble controls.
- Powerful transistorized chassis receives FM
  stereo broadcasts.
- 64-inch cabinet is designed with a
  Spanish flair.

Capture the mood of the Mediterranean—a
flying canopy or a melodious guitar. New
Airline® brings you these sounds as if you were
really there—with handsome styling to match!

NO PAYMENTS TIL
FEBRUARY 1968

WALKIE TALKIE SET

CLOCK RADIO

HEAVY DUTY WASHER
12 CYCLE
SAVE ‘70

219.95

Manual Installation Included.

- Wide temperature bands in
  2.5" set your wash time by 5

- Quiet 17"B. makes easy wash-
ing with the least amount of

- Special quick-dry cycle pro-
moves wrinkled in "ironing".

- "Own your own" cycle to re-
  store hard set before washing.

- Easy-to-read pressure gauge.
3-SPEED FASTBACK BOYS OR GIRLS BIKE

49.99

PORTABLE HAIR DRYER

24.99

MASONITE SET INCLUDED

6-SPEED BLENDER

22.99

1/2 HP, Motor

46-Oz. Jar

POW-R-KRAFT 10" RADIAL ARM SAW

$199

COLONIAL STYLE FIREPLACE

$89

CUSTOM-MADE FIRESCREEN

22.88

LIGHT BULBS

8 FOR $1

60-75-100 WATT

59.88

40-GAL. GAS WATER HEATER

44\c

HOUSEHOLD EXTENSION CORD

3.33

SOUND PROOFED FOOD DISPENSER

49.99

65 PC. CHINA SET

29.88

WHITE GLAZED DRESSER ACCESSORIES

88\c

GARDEN STATUARY

37.99

SHOP WARDS 'TIL 9:00 P.M. EVERY NIGHT TIL CHRISTMAS

3.98
RIVERSIDE NYLON

YOUR CHOICE 1¢
ST-107 & LMT

QUANTITIES & SIZES LIMITED
BUY 1st TIRE AT REGULAR PRICE
GET THE 2nd TIRE FOR ONLY 1¢
NEW TIRES MOUNTED
FOR TRADE IN OF OLD ONES

"CHARGE IT" AT WARDS

No trade-in required! All sales final!

250CC Motorcycle $495
2 ONLY
Reg. 850

Fiber Glass $125
Truck Camper
3 ONLY
Reg. 595

CLEAR VINYL FLOOR MATS $1.99

BATTERY CHARGER 90-120 Volt
2 ONLY
Reg. 89.95

SEAT Covers DAIYTONA 500
2 ONLY
2 DR & 4 DR CAR
Reg. 59.95

13.88 PAIR
INSTALLED

That Cat May Be Your Best Buddy — News, A Pet Column By An Expert

Tony Randall

Checking the Stars for Business

Sinatra Runs the Show at 'Tony Rome' Preview

Who Makes The Loudest Noise Over Vietnam?
Movie Portrays Life Of Hippie

Not that the hippie movement has been promised as being dead, the motion picture industry has finally produced the first authentic, full-length color picture about hippie life in its prestigious West-Adams district.

The film, appropriately titled "Freaks," has been completed and is now being filmed by producer-director Jack G. Cohn, who has been making documentaries for the past ten years. The film is being shot in color and is expected to be released in time for the Christmas season.

James Coburn, Jean Shrimpton, and Georges Guérin provide marquee names for the film, now playing at the Century Theatre.

The story is centered on two young girls, Janie and the Handles, who have been married for ten years and are now living in the heart of the hippie scene, and are the center of the film's action. The Handles is a member of the Handle's Bunch, and is being shot with a cast of professional performers.

"Freaks" is a cautionary tale about the dangers of the growing hippie subculture. It shows the dangers of the cult-like groups that have sprung up in the last few years, and the devastating effects they can have on individuals and society.

Freaks features a talented cast of actors, including James Coburn, Jean Shrimpton, and Georges Guérin, who deliver powerful performances that will leave you breathless. The film is a must-see for anyone interested in the hippie movement and its impact on society.

Water For Fun

"Fun In The Sun" is a new beachside, directors, and writers, new comedy series that now playing at the Century Theatre.

Written by the talented team of Janie and the Handles, "Fun In The Sun" is a hilarious look at life on the beach. The series follows the adventures of a group of friends who come to the beach for a weekend getaway, only to find themselves in a series of unexpected situations.

"Fun In The Sun" is a refreshing change from the usual beach weekender clichés, and is sure to leave you laughing out loud. With a talented cast of actors and a witty script, "Fun In The Sun" is a must-see for anyone who loves a good laugh.

Bravest Of All

Based on the true story of the Waco, Texas, the world's first woman fire chief, "Bravest Of All" is a heartwarming tale of one woman's courage and determination.

"Bravest Of All" is a touching story that celebrates the strength and resilience of women. The film is directed by the talented filmmaker, Janie and the Handles, and is a must-see for anyone interested in the story of the Waco fire chief and her fight for justice.

Timeless Epic

"There Is Only One" is a new epic drama that is now playing at the Century Theatre. The story follows a young woman who is sent on a journey to find her true self, and her struggles along the way.

"There Is Only One" is a beautiful and thought-provoking film that will leave you reflecting on the importance of self-discovery and the power of love. With a talented cast of actors and a stunning visual style, "There Is Only One" is a must-see for anyone who loves a good epic tale.

PARK Terrace

Exclusive First Run! Now Showing: 2nd Weekend - Saturday, October 14, 10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. CAMEL ON

More NERVE than HARRPER

More GUTS than HOMBRE

PAUL NEWMAN

COOL HAND LUKE

The Total Female Animal

COLOR

The Dirty Dozen

Happy Thanksgiving

From Your Entertainment Theatres

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL MUSICAL

LOVE STORY EVER!

CAMEL ON

HARPS REDGRAVE NERO HOMMINS-LETTES
Sinatra Runs Show At Film's Premiere

By JOHN VOSE

Two major news stories arrived on the newspapers' doorstep this week - Harry Cohn's new film, "Tony Rome," and Frank Sinatra's new album, "Francis."

Cohn's film, the first in the series, is set in the late 1930s and early 1940s, when Sinatra was a young man in Hollywood. The film is based on the true story of how Sinatra became a movie star.

Sinatra's album, "Francis," is his first to feature the singer's own compositions. The album includes songs such as "Love Me or Leave Me," "I've Got You Under My Skin," and "Immigrant."

On November 19, Sinatra ran the show at a private screening of "Tony Rome." The event was attended by stars such as Sophia Loren, Marlon Brando, and Elizabeth Taylor. Sinatra's performance was widely praised, and the audience was on its feet by the end of the screening.

The premiere of "Tony Rome" was held at the Loews指标电影院, and Sinatra attended the event wearing a tuxedo and a gold bow tie. He was accompanied by his wife, Ava Gardner.
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Tony Randall: Movies' Biggest Dog

By PETER FENDLER

An affable, humorous, and self-effacing man, Tony Randall, one of Hollywood's best-known, best-loved stars, has been a delight for many years. Among his many film and television roles, he is particularly memorable as the lovable but dim-witted Joe Kelly in "The Odd Couple." Randall's charm and wit have endeared him to audiences worldwide, and his reputation as a gentle giant has made him a favorite among filmgoers.

Japanese Maid Finds Singer's Her Size

By ROY DOUGLAS

Not many girls who set aut in Los Angeles being 6 feet tall can be considered as being in Hollywood's biggest hit. But that's what happened to the girl who had a big hit in Hollywood's biggest hit. "She's a natural," said movie director "Happy-go-lucky Miss "S," who plays the title role in "Miss S," the new movie in which she stars. "She's a natural," said movie director "Happy-go-lucky Miss "S," who plays the title role in "Miss S," the new movie in which she stars.

Izumi's Cinderella Story For Real

By EDMUND JAFFE

Izumi, a Japanese maid, found her way to Hollywood and became a star. She was discovered by a talent scout who noticed her in a Hollywood coffee shop. She was signed to a contract and began her career as a maid. Her first big break came when she landed a role in a film. She quickly became a star, and her popularity grew worldwide. Izumi has since become a symbol of the American Dream for many Japanese people.
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Plant the Thread of Joy

By EDMUND JAFFE

Izumi, a Japanese maid, found her way to Hollywood and became a star. She was discovered by a talent scout who noticed her in a Hollywood coffee shop. She was signed to a contract and began her career as a maid. Her first big break came when she landed a role in a film. She quickly became a star, and her popularity grew worldwide. Izumi has since become a symbol of the American Dream for many Japanese people.

Contemporary Jazz

In OCU's Spotlight

Full concerts at the Oakland University Contemporary Jazz Ensemble will be held throughout the year. The concerts are free and open to the public.

The Fine Arts

Introduction of Different Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band Tour

Based on the smash hit movie by the same name, this tour features the band's classic hits and some new material. The tour is expected to be a hit with fans of all ages.
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Beatles Disc New; And That's Not All

BY JIM DICK

There's no letup in the non-stop Beatlemania, and the Beatles have been engaging new Christmas release in the city reprinted, says Rick Kelly.
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Boys Like The Ice

By WILLIE WELLS

Newspaper Enterprise Staff

A good many snowmen face up to the freezing, but don't do much against a blizzard. The ones that do are the ones who like it. The ones who like it are the ones who enjoy it. The ones who enjoy it are the ones who know how to get through it.

Williams of the Oklahoma City Blazer hockey club is one of them. He says he likes it because it makes him feel good. He says he likes it because it makes him feel happy. He says he likes it because it makes him feel alive.

Williams, who is a junior at Oklahoma State University, says he likes the ice because it's cold. He says he likes the ice because it's fun. He says he likes the ice because it's a challenge.

Williams is a member of the Oklahoma City Blazer hockey club, which is one of the best hockey teams in the country. The club has won several championships, and Williams is one of the top players on the team.

Williams says he likes the ice because it makes him feel good. He says he likes the ice because it makes him feel happy. He says he likes the ice because it makes him feel alive.

Williams is a junior at Oklahoma State University, and he is hoping to play professionally some day. He says he is working hard to make his dream come true.
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Williams is a junior at Oklahoma State University, and he is hoping to play professionally some day. He says he is working hard to make his dream come true.
A Pet Can Be Your Very Closest Buddy

Fin, Fur, Feathers

GIGANTIC STREET SALE!
Bring your Trash & Treasures
No Charge
Buy-Sell-Have Fun
All Day Sat., Nov. 18th
& Sun., Nov. 19th
School & Organizations Welcome
Frontier City, U.S.A.

SUNDAY

MORNINO

PFAFF SEWING CENTER
NEW HOME TRIAL-WHILE ON CALL
2620 S. Robinson
CE-9521

SHIELDS
Weather Proof BASKETBALL BACKBOARD GOAL and NET $35.00 complete and installed

BLACKWOOD BUSINESS COLLEGE "HITS THE SPOT!" TRAINING for the Short Time
AUTOMOBILE TRADES—AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS—CARSALES—MOTORSPORTS—SPORTS COACHES—C.I.A. APPROVED

SHIELDS - S. SHIELDS
PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT CO.

OOPS, WRONG CENTURY!

"When Scampi's Aunt Olive (Marion Davies) comes to call, she brings her magic, Too, Ace, Canary, and Tom, and fuses theatricals in 1920's mythology,馅饼, Mass., on 7:30 p.m., Nov. 20 at Channel 9"
**Wednesday**

**Hole And Harty**

It's not a nightclub, it's Hally's Hole, in the city of Halle, where Harry and Hanky set up shop and put on a comedy act. They perform in front of a live audience and have a good time doing it.

**TV Notes**

- **5:30 P.M.**
  - NBC's *The Huntley-Brinkley Report*
  - CBS's *CBS Evening News*
  - ABC's *ABC World News*

**The Virginian**

- **8:00 P.M.**
  - NBC's *The Virginian* (David Canary)

**Specials On TV**

- **9:00 P.M.**
  - NBC's *The Carol Burnett Show* (Doris Roberts hosts)
  - CBS's *CBS Evening News* (David Canary)

**Thursday**

**Tweedle Treachery**

Johnny Rivers goes back to the days of the Old West and portrays the character of John Wayne in a new special called "Tweedle Treachery." The show features other famous western characters as well.

**TV Notes**

- **5:30 P.M.**
  - NBC's *The Huntley-Brinkley Report*
  - CBS's *CBS Evening News*
  - ABC's *ABC World News*

**The Virginian**

- **8:00 P.M.**
  - NBC's *The Virginian* (David Canary)

**Specials On TV**

- **9:00 P.M.**
  - NBC's *The Carol Burnett Show* (Doris Roberts hosts)
  - CBS's *CBS Evening News* (David Canary)

**Friday**

**Rivers Sings Out**

Johnny Rivers goes back to the days of the Old West and portrays the character of John Wayne in a new special called "Tweedle Treachery." The show features other famous western characters as well.

**TV Notes**

- **5:30 P.M.**
  - NBC's *The Huntley-Brinkley Report*
  - CBS's *CBS Evening News*
  - ABC's *ABC World News*

**The Virginian**

- **8:00 P.M.**
  - NBC's *The Virginian* (David Canary)

**Specials On TV**

- **9:00 P.M.**
  - NBC's *The Carol Burnett Show* (Doris Roberts hosts)
  - CBS's *CBS Evening News* (David Canary)
Wyeth Show Called 'Biggest Art Event'

Top Artist's Work To Hang At Red Ridge

The greatest art shows of the year are beginning to stream in to Oklahoma City, where the world's best artists are appearing to show their masterworks.

This is the way new and established artists and collectors create the Wyeth retrospective, which is the biggest art event in the world, according to the show's director, Dr. James H. Jobe.

Wyeth has been called the greatest painter of our time, and the show will feature works by Wyeth's father, Andrew Wyeth.

Wyeth's retrospective is expected to draw a large crowd, as the show is expected to last for two weeks.

Andrew Wyeth is a famous American artist, known for his paintings of landscapes and cityscapes. His work is often characterized by a sense of isolation and melancholy.

Wyeth, who is 89 years old, is an American artist known for his paintings of landscapes and cityscapes. His work is often characterized by a sense of isolation and melancholy.

Wyeth's work has been featured in numerous exhibitions and publications, and his paintings are widely collected and appreciated.

Andrew Wyeth will be the subject of a special program at the Oklahoma City Art Museum on Saturday, November 18. The program will include a talk by Dr. James H. Jobe, the show's director, and a discussion with Wyeth himself.

Moments Of Terror

Two members of The Beatles, Paul McCartney, left, and Bill Wyman, members of The Rolling Stones, in action on stage from their new album, "Uncovering The Beatles," with pictures by Los Angeles photographer Jan Persson.

Firm's Hopes High

Loveley As A Tree

A new play about the lives of Shirley Temple and her husband, John Agar, will premiere at the Manhattan Theatre Club in New York City on Thursday, November 16.

The play, titled "Loveley As A Tree," is based on the book "Loveley As A Tree: The Life and Career of Shirley Temple" by John Agar.

The play will run for 11 performances, with tickets available for purchase online.

Daytime Television Programs
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SAVE $10
AIRLINE CLOCK RADIO
Wakes you gently or quickly ... even turns on the light.
NOW ONLY
19.88
REG. 20.99
NO MONEY DOWN
Full-feature automatic clock radio wakes you to
sleep with music, wakes you to radio or
alarms or both. Handy output even makes
your lamp or coffee maker automatic! Solid
tube design with luminous clock hands.

GREAT SECOND SET!
72 sq. in. PERSONAL TV
$68
- Compact—weight 17 lb.
- Aluminized picture tubes
- Clear all-channel viewing
- Top-vented FM speaker
- wards lab-tested quality

Our folk guitar
adds to party fun
15.88
Great for the beginner!
Play folk, pop, Country
and Western... all
your favorites! Easy
first action; good tone!

How
Safe
Is Your
Cruise
Ship?

Cleveland Amory Interviews
HENRY FORGA

How
Week's
Words to Live By:
"We that can give thanks, should, there is so much to be thankful for, and praise God
for all blessings, and the abundance of all things."—GRANDMA MONROE

A New Look
from Old Hawaii
Cleveland Amory's Week-End Jamboree

مية: We found Mr. Foord in his Manhattan town house, back from a TV taping session amusing America and the American's—practicing a game that looks to us as golf and croquet—just a madcap couple who have been married for 35 years with their friends as partners in living. They have two children, one in college and one in high school. "If you're tired of the game..." he pointed to the stable in the background. "My wife is a good sport, but I'm not. I never thought of it as a game..."

"Always be modest with your own sex, or you'll be missed with anyone else." And in a voice that I could understand,

"...beauties with a distinguished pedigree"

Longines Watches have been honored the world over for their exquisite quality—only the finest watches in history to win 10 World Fair Grand Prizes, 28 Gold Medals, Highest Observatory Honors for Accuracy, and designation as Official Watch for World Spors and Congress Associations. See these lovely Longines watches and many more at your Longines-Wittnauer Franchised Jewelers. Some are available at $79.50.
Look - Before You Lose a Fortune!

Many a painting - headed for the trash can - has turned out to be worth thousands of dollars. One even sold for a sky through college.

The Earl of Bradford's hit the jackpot in his snobbish English dining-room, Broadway actor William Rorick and a New York schoolteacher were equally lucky in soundproof and sleek shops. The Metropolitan Museum of Art in London recently sold a 19th-century Chinese painting, worth more than $500,000. And a painting bought at auction in the Netherlands for £2 in 1948 was later identified as having been done by the great Dutch artist, Frans Hals, and was auctioned in London for £500,000. Lord Bradford's find wasn't


Throw a dull party

Impossible!...with Sunshine's New Sesame Bread Wafers and Sesame Cheesecake!

Your guests may not say much, but they will ask, "And eat. And eat."

Cheez-Pox

Great with wine, coffee, or tea.
Dream or Nightmare?

Here are a few simple precautions that may spell the difference between a pleasant cruise and a nightmare voyage:

1. **How safe and accurately is your cruise ship?**
   - Check the ship's classification and its safety record.

2. **How reliable is the ship's equipment?**
   - Inspect the ship's emergency equipment, lifeboats, and life jackets.

3. **How far away is the nearest port of call?**
   - Ensure there are adequate facilities for emergency assistance.

4. **How far is the nearest hospital?**
   - Verify the availability of medical services on board.

5. **How far is the nearest coast?**
   - Consider the ship's range and speed in case of an emergency.

6. **How comfortable is the ship?**
   - Assess the amenities and comfort levels of the facilities.

7. **How strong is the ship's structure?**
   - Check for any structural damage or weakness.

8. **How well is the ship maintained?**
   - Inspect the maintenance of the ship's equipment and facilities.

9. **How knowledgeable is the crew?**
   - Evaluate the qualifications and experience of the crew.

10. **How well is the ship prepared for an emergency?**
    - Review the ship's emergency procedures and drills.

By following these precautions, you can ensure a safe and enjoyable cruise experience.
"A Piece of Each of Us Died"

A special gift guide — a unique way to remember JFK

BY DAVID NELSON

Special to The New York Times

SOUTH BEND, Ind. — One of the last times John F. Kennedy was seen publicly in South Bend, Ind., was on Oct. 31, 1960, when he spoke at a campaign rally here. Now, 15 years later, the city is marking the anniversary of the assassination of the 35th president with a special gift guide that commemorates his life and legacy.

The guide, "A Piece of Each of Us Died," is a collection of items that represent different aspects of Kennedy's life and career. It includes everything from books about the president to collectible coins and other memorabilia.

The guide is available for purchase at the South Bend Convention Center, where a special exhibit is also on display. The exhibit features photos and memorabilia from Kennedy's time in office, as well as items from his home in Hyannis Port, Mass.

"A Piece of Each of Us Died" is just one of many special gift guides that have been released in recent years to commemorate the 50th anniversary of Kennedy's assassination. Other guides have featured items such as postcards, t-shirts, and even a commemorative coin.

Kennedy's legacy continues to be celebrated in many ways, from the annual centerpiece for the White House Correspondents' Dinner to the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, which hosts a fall festival each year.

"A Piece of Each of Us Died" is available for purchase at the South Bend Convention Center, located at 1101 East Jefferson Boulevard. The center is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, and Sunday from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. The exhibit is free and open to the public.

For more information, visit the South Bend Convention Center website at www.sbc.org or call 219-232-4600.
PERSONAL WRITE-IN CALENDAR
...a month at a glance, with space to enter the whole day-by-day schedule. It's a gift that will carry your thoughts... all through the year! Appointments, reminders, names are always in full view. 11" x 9" plastic-covered pad holds 12 monthly calendars for 1968. Full name is inscribed in golden script letters...no distinctive for home or office. Specify name desired.

$4917 - Personal Calendar $1

THE SMALLEST SEWING MACHINE in the world! This WINSTON jiffy stitches machine-sews as you build it...automatically! Amazingly versatile-blindstitches, zig-zag, basting, satin stiches on buttonholes. You can finish dresses while they're hanging, batiste upstairs that are fitted in place, hem skirts without taking them off. Manual unit uses regular sewing machine needles and thread. Tension knob and stitch selector for easy adjustment. Stitches at a touch! 1925 - Handy Sew Machine $3.70

PAPER-SIZE MAGNIFIER! Wafer-thin, frosted lens in a new showy more rectangular shape that magnifies 3 inch by 10 inch area! So much more convenient to read with than old fashioned lineal magnifiers. KEEP it handy for scanning stock market reports, looking up telephone or map directory listings. Read small type clearly without strain. Use it for a book mark. Lightweight, unbreakable.

$596 - Full Page Magnifier $1

ROCKING-CHAIR PONT - NO SPILLS even for little riders less than a year old! And look - it's gaily lettered with the child's or young child's name! A jingle-bell unit has built-in sash to keep all that can't tip riding alone. Safety-designed for use from 9 months to 2 years...with chair back seat only 9 inches high, and gentle-slope rockers that can't tip. Smooth natural wood, red and blue trim, 19 inches long. Specify baby's first name!

$7622 - Personal Pony $3.98

FOR THE CAPTAIN AND HIS MATE - see-going Sweatshirts hand-sewn labeled to avoid any trap in rank! On deck or on land they're easy to repair, styled in black heavy-knit cotton with embroidered design that can't wash, fade or fade. Washable.

Capitan Sweatshirt $2.79
714 - Large 715 - Medium 716 - Large 717 - Large Any 2 for only $6.98

SAUCY DOLL AS CUTE AS CAN BE and completely irresistible! "Squeeze me and I stick out my tongue." Kids and grown-ups alike will be delighted by the mischievous expression on this frilly-faced rascal! 14" Saucy with movable head, arms and legs is dressed in brilliantly colored play clothes. Stands 5 inches tall, made of soft minked vinyl, and topped with a mop of rooted hair. Just like parenthood, we can't promise if you'll get a boy or a girl doll—but either one's a surprise worth waiting for.

$938 - Saucy Doll $1
INSIDE INFO.
SMART SHOPPERS KNOW:

It's the Christmas season, but you just can't face the store crowds and the traffic. What do you do?

Stay at home and shop by mail. It's a breeze!

You're really stuck. It's the last minute, and you need an absolutely unique gift for Uncle Charlie. Where should you look?

Right here, Sunset House is the unique-est! And your order gets shipped in 48 hours!

There's a Sunset House gift you have in mind, but you're not positive it's exactly what you want. How can you be sure?

Order it anyway. If you're not perfectly pleased, you get your money back in a jiffy, no questions asked.

It's all right buying gifts for others, but you would like a little bonus for yourself. How do you do it?

Remember... Sunset House gives you valuable S&H Green Stamps with everything you buy!

In other words: Christmas-shop by mail—today—from

SUNSET HOUSE
255 SUNSET BUILDING • BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA 90213

A LOUISVILLE SLUGGER BAT with his very own name permanently burned into the barrel! Watch his batting average soar when he gets his hands on this air-seasoned white ash Bat, 30 inches long and balanced to pack a wallop. It's just like the one big league stars swing...with top-notch quality he can depend on...Little league approved. Here's the gift that will really score with your junior idol: Manny! Specify full name.

F-9477—Personal Bat...$5.98

ORDER BY MAIL
Prompt and safe delivery guaranteed.
SHADOW-CASE© LET S&H GREEN STAMPS PAY

CLEAN-SWEEP VACUUM FOR CARS needs no batteries! Plug it into your dashboard cigarette lighter and make quick work of tidying up the car interior. Super-suction power get's all the deep-down dirt from upholstery and carpets. Comes with an extra extra vice tool for cleaning ashtrays, fitting into corners. Molded plastic case fits dolly, 9 foot cord. For all 12V cars, boats, campers! A dandy!

8449—Auto Vacuum...$5.98

PERSONALIZED 2-TONE DOOR MAT — smart to give and smart to own! Your own name, or any name of your choice, is permanently molded with ivory letters in a colorful rubber Door Mat. Choice of colors: brick red — garden green — powder blue — black. Large 18 by 36 inches, 7,000 rubber-wrapped fingers do a thorough and efficient cleaning job. Self draining. Custom-made, to be sure to specify color and the name to appear on Mat.

F-154—Door Mat...$6.98
A CHRISTMAS BONUS!

You get America's most valuable trading stamps—
544 Green Stamps—with everything you buy by
mail from Sunset House!

And you must be pleased with everything you buy,
or you get your money back (and the Green Stamps
are yours to keep!)

Isn't that a nice Christmas bonus?
From MuuMuu to Mod

Hawaiian fashions run all the way from the traditional wrap-around to a swinging young look.

It may come as a surprise to a lot of people, but Hawaiian fashion does not consist of nothing but muus and aloha shirts (and gauze skirts). Hawaiians have plenty of mountains, and great cars, but it also has something to say about the format of the national style. While there are many advertisements by the Hawaiian Fashion Guild, and there are some fine designs to see. All of them are designed to be worn in order to wear, not just as fashion but as a way to wear it. All of these trends are mandated by the culture, and the people who are wearing them are very much aware of the world. All of these trends are very much aware of the world. The world is very much aware of the world.

Though Hawaiian designs are very much influenced from all over the world, every culture is still the same. Many of the trends are copied from both and patterns which originate from the world. On the other hand, the national style of dress is influenced by the world. It's by the Fashion of Hawaii.

Popular styles include hula skirts with hula shoes and a hula stick. It's a wrap-around with matching hula shoes underneath.

Wrap-around hula skirts made by Kahala Sportswear in dark blue and white cotton print. Back snap ties.

 Brilliant pink and Justice wool cloth-type pants by Mother of Hawaii, slit in the middle, even more hula pants.

"Juicy" mix colors worn by Boba Kea in hula skirts. Marks for ladies of hula skirts.
**FAVORITE kes**

**MEDICATED CHAP-ANS**

---

**FREE**

494 PURSE-SIZE CHAP-ANS

---

**WHEN YOU BUY ANY SITE**

**CHAP-ANS' CREAM OR LOTION.**

One you've discovered "Chap-ans," you'll want to apply it with your own hands. "Chap-ans" does what it promises—helps heal dry, rough hands in just 3 days.

Send in this coupon with proof-of-purchase of any Chap-ans' cream or lotion. We'll send you free a full tube of "Chap-ans" for your post.

---

**COOK YOUNG**

**By Clementine Puddleford**

For the holiday entertaining ahead, we've devised this Pruressa Apple Tart, swerving 14 layers high, crosswise with swathes of whipped cream and surrounded by a saucer of grappa-scented whipped cream. It's surrounded by two, soft and sweet, highlighted with a generous gap of apple sauce through each layer.

Make it a far advanced. The rich melon flavor right upon stirring. Little in dim windows for serving.

---

**JOIN THE COOK'S REBELLION!**

Clementine Puddleford, the nation's most famous food writer, gives you secrets of "instant gourmet" success in her "Cook Young Cookbook."

---

**REPORT TO 3,000,000 READERS**

Almost 2,000,000 women responded for free instructions for the best desserts shown in Tom West's August 15 issue. By far the largest response of the magazine has ever had in any other area advertised for the greatest single issue in magazine history. The magazine was so tremendous in energy, national facilities for handling response. And so, if you are temporarily overwhelmed, please accept our apologies. By now, you should have received the instructions. If you haven't, let us know about it. And by now, too, supplies should have caught up with more demand. Your and with supplies are in the shop. You can get your "instant baking" just too easy.

---

**FOR YOUR COPY FILL OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!**

---

**THIS WEEK**

P.O. Box 65-D, Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10550

---

**FOR YOUR COPY FILL OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! Only $1.00!**

---

**FOR YOUR COPY FILL OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! Only $1.00!**

---

**WHEN YOU BUY ANY SITE**

**CHAP-ANS' CREAM OR LOTION.**

---

**CHAP-ANS' does what it promises—helps heal dry, rough hands in just 3 days.

Send in this coupon with proof-of-purchase of any Chap-ans' cream or lotion. We'll send you free a full tube of "Chap-ans" for your post.
The Face Is Familiar,

But...

Charlie Riege's Punchbowl.

The Face Is Familiar,

But...

Charlie Riege's Punchbowl.

The Face Is Familiar,
Items and Prices Good In All T.G. & Y. 5¢ to $1.00 Stores and 12 Family Centers In Oklahoma City Area Sunday and Monday
Open Daily 9-9...Sunday 12-7

NO STICK - NO SCOUR
Chilton COOKWARE & BAKEWARE
DOUBLE COATED
A. 1 Qt. Sauce Pan
B. 2 Qt. Sauce Pan
C. Loaf Pan
D. Square Cake Pan
Your Choice 99¢ Each
Compare at 1.37 to 1.99

TURKEY ROASTER
6 or 7 lb. Size
Thanksgiving Special
77¢ Each
Compare at 81¢

10′ PYREX PIE PANS
Bake 'n' serve in these oven-to-bake pans.
Now Only...
69¢ Each
Compare at 79¢

12 CUP SIZE
COOKIE SHEET
SEAMLESS
LARGE SIZE
Compare at 49¢

MUFFIN PAN
EASY-TO-CLEAN NONSTICK
Compare at 74¢

LAYER CAKE PAN
With Cutter
27¢ Each
Compare at 37¢

HIGHEST QUALITY ALUMINUM COOKING WARE
A. Roaster Bake Pan
B. Loaf Pan
C. Round Cake Pan
D. Pie Pan
Your Choice 23¢ Each
Compare at 39¢

PAPER NAPKINS
New!
SOFTEX
White
Case
200 COUNT

BISCUIT PAN
12 x 8 x 1” SIZE
• Seamless
• Use for biscuits or to bake a cake
Compare at 27¢

BREAD PAN
Loaf Pan Size
Bake King
17¢ Each
Compare at 22¢

New All-Candy THERMOMETER
Inches. Accurate cooking, boiling, timing, deep-frying, piercing thermometer included.
Compare at 99¢

HOLIDAY NEEDS
YOUR CHOICE
Compare at 79¢

20 COUNT 6 1/2″ LUNCH PLATES
White
17¢ Each
Compare at 27¢

ALUMINIUM FOIL WRAP
Compare at 27¢

20 COUNT 9″ PAPER PLATES
Your Choice
Compare at 79¢